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1 KROHNE Marine 

KROHNE Marine today functions as the end result of a long and storied evolution.
In providing leading monitoring systems and associated technologies for maritime
players today, the Norwegian expert has gained the attention of defining champi-
ons of industry worldwide – as elaborated on by the company’s Global Industry
Director for the Marine Division, Mr Thorstein Franche. Tony White reports.
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Based in Norway, KROHNE Marine handles all
marine-related activities within the KROHNE Group
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giant Maersk, in contributing instrumenta-
tion vital to the titan’s fuel economy analysis
and optimisation drive. “Because we operate
service hubs worldwide, we function not just
as a supplier of technologies to that project,
but as consistent partners, offering services,
maintenance, servicing and commissioning
– that is our ‘one-stop shop’ strategy,” Mr
Franche revealed. “That approach has gone
over very well with Maersk, as we are able
to provide prefabrication services as part
of that. Clients appreciate the substantial
resources that our approach affords them.”
Standing tall in the industry, particularly

alongside such giants of the waters, is ever
more vital in ever more competitive times.
“Competitors are arising across the globe,
but especially from Asia,” Mr Franche noted.
“We differentiate ourselves with our interna-
tional reach, with a support and service
framework that takes what we offer beyond
solely the product. Furthermore, we are
renowned for our innovation, and that allows
us to remain strong in all markets in which
we participate.”

Nimble Ambitions
KROHNE Marine sustains strong relation-
ships with suppliers and peer businesses
across the value chain, from a variety of

geographic locations. “They are balanced
and mutually beneficial agreements, each
of which being valuable to our success,”
Mr Franche commented. “Such cohesive-
ness and transparency in communication
is crucial, as the market is proving ever
more stringent in its demands. The move-
ments are such that clients are coming to
expect not just a product from a supplier
such as us – but rather, an entire package,
with a fully integrated roster of solutions.”
By delivering a single point of contact –

the veritable ‘one-stop shop’ solution –
KROHNE Marine has secured an efficient and
valued means by which to retain repeat busi-
ness and prove its mettle to its growing array
of clients. “To survive in today’s marine
market, one must deliver service as much as
instrumentation,” Mr Franche emphasised.
“It is simple enough to offer a system or an
instrument at the smallest price point – the
true value lies in the more complete package.
We emphasise the delivery of servicing and
support throughout the active life of each of
our clients’ vessels.”

Meeting Opportunities
Expanding its frontiers ever more ambi-
tiously into Asia’s rising economies,
KROHNE Marine will continue to work

with giants of the industry in securing its
ambitions. “Although there is an offshore
downscaling drive in progress worldwide,
including the Asia Pacific region, we nev-
ertheless see tremendous opportunities
present in both existing and more newly
established markets,” Mr Franche envi-
sioned. “Whereas the Chinese economy
was previously engaged in challenges, as
I alluded to beforehand, those are today
being mitigated – and it is actually the
Korean market that is beginning to feel
those same growing pains. We stand
ready to embrace both countries’ markets
with good service provision and a keen
interest in continuing to foster alliances
similar to those already cemented with
Scorpio and Maersk.”
However, the expansion guiding

growth for KROHNE Marine today is 
not just geographic. “Although we will
continue our core business, our future
directive is to diversify the capabilities
that we can offer,” Mr Franche finalised. 
“The support of the international
KROHNE Group will prove fundamental 
in that regard, and we look forward to
functioning as a reliable shipping and
shipyard partner to every player in the
maritime trade going forward.”         n

Operating today under a ‘one-stop
shop’ business model that caters to
every technical system requirement

posed by the modern maritime player,
KROHNE Marine is a trusted name, built on
generations of diligent refinement. “Ours
is a long history,” reinforced Mr Thorstein
Franche, Global Industry Director of
KROHNE Marine. “The firm originated in
1957, and has changed much since its ini-
tial operations, for which it served the local
port in Langesund in a services capacity
mainly specialising in marine corrosion-
control engineering.”
It was over two decades later, in 1978, that

KROHNE Marine’s core business was estab-
lished, as the company transitioned into the
development of tank monitoring systems for
ships. “Our company has changed ownership
numerous times over the years, particularly
as we settled into our monitoring system
focus,” Mr Franche clarified. “Moreover, it

was our interactions with KROHNE on
research and development projects that
cemented strong business accords with the
group, leading to their acquisition of our
organisation in 2004, and the rebranding of
our business to KROHNE Marine in 2014.”

Backed by Giants
Worldwide, the KROHNE name is present 
in 55 countries, operating across 16 produc-
tion sites and employing 3,600 personnel. 
It remains a family group, yet it is apparent
that KROHNE Marine is an arm of the con-
glomerate keenly positioned for growth.
“Management within the larger group has
recognised the ample opportunities for
expansion that exist for the marine business
today, particularly as that relates to our spe-
cialised equipment and solutions,” Mr
Franche remarked. “That includes not only
sales opportunities, but also growth of our
repertoire of services. Much capital and

investment has been mobilised in expanding
our operations deeper into lucrative territo-
ries such as China and South Korea. Relating
to that, my role with the organisation cur-
rently involves much communication in
facilitating our Asian expansion drive.”
KROHNE Marines Asia Pacific presence 

is growing month on month, with market
conditions that are conducive to its strategy.
“There was some economic slowdown in
China, although we are observing quite a
turnaround back towards an upswing in that
region today,” Mr Franche observed. “That
region is adept at intelligently adjusting, and
we already have strong footprint in Asia – we
recently were selected by Scorpio in Korea to
supply cargo monitoring systems for their
HMD new builds.”

Successful Collaboration
KROHNE Marine has developed a strong
working relationship with the international
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Accurate measurements and monitoring of ships’ fuel con-
sumption is crucial to obtain full control over the use of
the ships fuel. The EcoMATE® is designed to fulfil coming
requirements from IMO or other authorities.

The high performance
flowmeter. No requirement
for straight inlet/outlet
sections

Mass flowmeter for
ships fuel applications

As an alternative to horn
antenna KROHNE Marine can
also offer a solid drop antenna
solution. The construction of
the drop antenna makes it
ideal for sticky/contaminating
liquids or dust-laden atmos-
pheres where product build-
up inside a horn antenna is
likely to occur

In addition to tank monitoring, CARGOMAS-
TER® may include monitoring of pumps and
cargo lines and integration to other systems
on board

KROHNE Marine is taking part in
the Maersk Line PtP programme 

EcoMATE® will follow the entire bunkering
process and reports for verification of total
quantity of fuel oil received can be printed
out or sent ashore


